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The Book of Lieh-Tzŭ
You will appreciate discovering the inexhaustible source for continued study, reflection and self-cultivation which Master
Ni's lucid rendition of this timeless wisdom provides.

Cultural Atlas of China
A definitive English translation of the Platform Sutra. Includes a detailed historical introduction on the history and legends of
Ch'an Buddhism, and discussions and analysis of the Platform Sutra.

The rudiments of English grammar
An introduction, in brief text and illustrations, to the history and culture of Japan from 5000 B.C. to the present day.

A Plea for the Queen's English
The Book of Changes and the Unchanging Truth
"Consists of stories based on actual events in which leading personalities of China have taken part. They deal with the
Chinese Red Army, which grew up and is guarding today the central Chinese Soviet Republic, whose capitol is at Shui-kin,
southeastern Kiangsi Province."--Introduction.

The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch
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China's Red Army Marches
"Dispatches from journalist, Agnes Smedley, as she accompanies the Eighth Route Army into combat with the Japanese
from August, 1937 - January, 1938."

China Fights Back
Internal alchemy is a process that can transform lower energy into higher energy. This book is a collection of classes given
by Hua-Ching Ni and covers topics of interest to students aspiring to genuine spiritual achievement.

12319 Battle Hymn of China
A revised edition of this history of the world's oldest civilisation. The CULTURAL ATLAS series aims to evoke the spirit and
vitality of the world's great civilisations, past and present, through photography, maps and supporting text.

Tao
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.

Japan
Provides a translation of the work of the Taoist philosopher, Lieh-tzu. Includes, among others, Heaven's Gifts, Yang Chu and
the Questions of T'ang.

Internal Alchemy
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In the modern world, people are not only separated from their environment, but also from their own bodies and minds. We
can learn to integrate all these fragments and return to our original nature. In 'Tao, the Subtle Universal Law', Hua-Ching Ni
carefully presents the wisdom and practical methods that the ancient Chinese have successfully used for centuries. To lead
a good stable life is to be aware of the actual conjoining of the universal subtle law with every moment and event of our
lives. The real meaning of taoist self-discipline is to harmonize with universal law. This is almost the total secret of a Taoist
life. The value of this book lies in the fact that it not only tells us 'why' but also 'how.'
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